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Building new tools for data sharing and re-use through a 
transnational investigation of the socio-economic impacts of 
protected areas (PARSEC).

Unique components:
1. To conduct interdisciplinary, transnational synthesis science (The Synthesis 
Strand (A)) while 
2. testing novel approaches to the management and preservation of environmental 
and socio-economic data (The Data Science Strand (B))

Aim of this combination
These two strands will learn from each other, with ‘domain’ scientists better equipped to 
practice good data management, and data scientists better able to ‘speak with’ and 
respond to researcher priorities.



A. The science question: do Protected Areas 
help or hinder local communities?

● Benefits: well-being

● Neutral outcomes: food 
security

● Negative effects



B. How can e-infrastructures innovation 
enhance cross-disciplinary data use?
How can the researcher/domain expert benefit from new 
data science innovation and embed it in their practice 

○ Through providing exemplars?

○ Provide educational packages?

○ Create rewards for data sharing and re-use?

○ A combination of the above?  or other...



Participating countries
BRAZIL: University of São Paulo - FAPESP (P. Pizzigatti Corrêa) plus postdoc and technical support (FAPESP)
FRANCE: Foundation for Research on Biodiversity, University of Toulouse III - ANR (N. Mouquet) 
JAPAN: National Institute of Information & Communications Technology, Research Institute for Humanity      
and Nature - JST (Y. Murayama)
USA: American Geophysical Union - NSF (S. Stall)
Cooperating partners
NCI, Australia (L. Wyborn), BGS, UK (H. Glaves)
Associated organisations
DataCite, ORCID, ESIP, RDA, EDI, WDS, AST, JWP, TNC

PARSEC : Building New Tools for Data Sharing and 
Reuse through a Transnational Investigation of the 

Socioeconomic Impacts of Protected Areas
Consortium Leaders: Nicolas Mouquet, David Mouillot, Alison Specht and Shelley Stall.

Objectives 
(a) Predict the socioeconomic outcomes of natural protected 
areas (PAs) on rural communities using a novel combination 
of satellite imagery and artificial intelligence; 
(b) Determine the influence of PAs on consumption 
expenditure and asset health of rural communities; 

(c) Improve future environmental decision-making; 
(d) Improve digitial connections between researchers, their 
funding, publications and data; 
(e) Improve recommendations for the research data 
workflow and skills for research teams; 

(f)  Increase the number of citations to data sets and better 
attribute them to the data creator; 
(g) Promote credit for open and FAIR data management and 
preservation for data reuse;
(h) Provide tools for researchers to view how the data they 
have deposited is used and cited.

WP1: Stratified sampling of 200 rural 
communities close to and far from 
natural protected areas (PAs) using 
matching algorithms.

WP2: Estimate socioeconomic 
conditions in the selected rural 
communities using remote sensing 
and artificial intelligence.

WP3: Using paired comparison tests determine whether proximity to a PA 
can improve socioeconomic outcomes. Identify contributing factors.

Synthesis-science strand (David Mouillot)

WP6: Improve capability for 
researchers to view how deposited 
data has been used, cited and 
reused (widget, web-accessible 
researcher profile).

WP5: Develop leading practices, 
toolkits and workshops to support 
data sharing.

Data-science strand (Shelley Stall)
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http://parsecproject.org



Initial perceived challenges

(1) Access to suitable data

(2) Blending data of different 
scales and types

(3) Working together across 
large geographic 
boundaries

(4) Ensuring data 
management is to 
international standards

www.parsecproject.org

PIs – 4
Country Leaders – 6
Main Funders – 4
Researchers – 30
Languages - 4
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The two pillars of the synthesis strand

Selection of 
protected areas (PA), 
adjacent settlements 

and mirror sites

Model the socio-
economic outcomes 

of the effects of 
creation of PAs on 
those settlements 

using remote 
sensing and AI

Inspired by: Jean et al. 2016. Science 353, 790–794. doi: 10.1126/science.aaf7894
Yeh et al. 2020. Nat Commun 11, 2583. doi: 10.1038/s41467-020-16185-w  et al.



The workflow



Data requirements

● Time series data
● Documentation of protected areas across the world

○ Source: World Database for Protected Areas – collected from each country and 
aggregated in the UK. Ideally this would present a good comparison between 
countries.

● Remote sensing
○ Source: various. Around villages/townships proximal to a PA, before and after its 

creation, and similar for reference sites remote from a PA.

● Socio-economic data
○ Source: household (census) data in each country (globally Demographic and 

Health Surveys (DHS) etc)
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Data strand

Stall, Shelley. (2021, June). PARSEC: A FAIR Data Use Case with 40 Researchers, 6 Countries, and one Data 
Management Plan. Presented at the Sustainability Research & Innovation Congress 2021 (SRI2021), Brisbane, 
Australia: Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4978466
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Listening to the researchers, and ensuring data 
management is to international standards…

• Access for all team members from all countries
• Access/Control to protect project information
• Version control of changes
• Automated backups to ensure no loss of data
• Ability to handle a range of file sizes
• Ability to honour terms of use for datasets/imagery
• Ability to limit/track access to files with personal 

information/sensitive data
• Integrate with platforms used by the project
• Persistent after the project



Implementation of support for a research 
project

guided by the Belmont DDOMP*

*Bishop et al. 2020. Data Curation Profiling to Assess Data Management Training Needs and Practices to 
Inform a Toolkit. Data Science Journal 19, 4. https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2020-004

Stall et al. 2021. PARSEC DDOMP Workbook Checklist. Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4909852
Stall et al. 2021. PARSEC Data and Digital Output Management Plan and Workbook. Zenodo. 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4910115

https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2020-004
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4909852


Software development
+ GitHub
Software preservation
+ Zenodo (integrated with GitHub)
Training, workshop material 
preservation 
+ Zenodo
Credit and automated attribution 
+ Up-to-date ORCID
Acknowledgments

Tools (the PARSEC selection) : DDOMP
Material development and temporary storage
+ Google Drive
Team communications and information 
decimation
+ Email, Slack
Short-term Dataset storage (during project)
+ Open Science Framework 

(integrated with AWS)
Data preservation (including derived 
products) in a CoreTrustSeal repository
+ Environmental Data Initiative
References
+ Zotero

“This work is part of the Building New Tools for Data 
Sharing and Re-use through a Transnational 
Investigation of the Socioeconomic Impacts of 
Protected Areas (PARSEC) project with funding 
provided by the Belmont Forum < through country Grant  
###### >.”



Guidelines to support the research 
career*

*Stall et al. 2021. Digital Presence Checklist. Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5520043



Creating a timeline for the researcher
Once (during lifetime of researcher)
❏ ORCID profile
+ Activate the automatic updates from 

Crossref (published papers) and 
DataCite (published datasets and 
other digital objects.

+ More info: http://bit.ly/ORCID_Trust

Weekly
❏ Track 

❏ datasets created, 
❏ datasets used, 
❏ workflow/provenance

Monthly 
❏ Publish and Report conference

presentations and posters
❏ Deposit and preserve 

❏ Datasets 
❏ Software

for peer-reviewed papers and supporting 
digital objects

❏ Report publications with citations to 
datasets, software, and other digital 
objects

Quarterly 
❏ Update your ORCID profile
+ Ensure accurate and complete to 

ensure proper credit

http://bit.ly/ORCID_Trust
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Challenges
● Collaboration

○ Languages, time zones, disciplinary approach, availability of expertise
○ Lag in development of common goal, relationships and trust due to covid19

● Data availability
○ Global sources not fit for purpose, e.g. WDPA has many translation errors (year of 

creation, IUCN category, etc)
○ PA classifications and nomenclature varies between countries
○ DHS / HDI data are not systematic in time or across countries. -> need to find 

alternatives

● Analysis
○ Difficulty with comparative baselines in each country
○ Correlation, not causality



Outcomes: the east African case study

● Selection of PA’s, 
affected villages and 
mirror sites

● Ground truthing 
poverty/wealth index 
using DHS data

● Deep learning and earth 
observation data to 
estimate wealth/poverty 
index



Outcomes: the Val do Ribeira case study
● census data in Brazil (IBGE, DHS not suitable)
● using a CNN to predict socio-economic indicators from Google Street View images 



Machicao, J., et al. 2022. A Deep-Learning Method for the Prediction of Socio-Economic Indicators from 
Street-View Imagery Using a Case Study from Brazil. Data Science Journal 21, 6. 
https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2022-006

Outcomes: the Val do Ribeira case study



Outputs



The PARSEC Data Strand 
has been actively creating 
guidelines, toolkits and a 
series of seminars and 

workshops to help users 
across all aspects of the 
research data lifecycle, 
including vocabularies

https://zenodo.org/communities/parsec/?page=1&size=20



New tools
https://commons.datacite.org/



Desired outcome: 
not only a good scientific product but also

a workflow and product that is transparent, open, and reproducible





Thankyou


